ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. CUT OUT ALL 7 MEASURING STRIPS.
2. TAPE/STAPLE MATCHING ENDS TOGETHER (LABELED A-F)
   (MAKE SURE “CONNECT TO” ATTACHES UNDER IT’S MATCHING END).
3. FOLLOW MEASURE INSTRUCTIONS PRINTED ON THE TAPE MEASURE.
4. GET RESULTS AND SHOP!

HOW TO MEASURE FOR A PERFECT BRA FIT

BAND SIZE: Measure around rib cage directly under bust, add 5". Round odd numbers up. This is your band size.

Example: Assuming your rib cage measurement under the bust is 28" + 5" = 33". Odd number rounds up to a 34" band size.

CUP SIZE: With your bra on, measure the fullest part of the bust without pulling tight.

Example: Assuming a 34" band size, a bust measurement of 36" would require a B cup.

If bust is 1" over band measurement, you are an A cup. For each added inch go up a cup size.